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銀河中心および反中心方
向のアーム距離決定

dv/dl法
祖父江義明
東大理

２００６年２月２１日

回転速度場から回転速度場から
星間物質の分布を求める星間物質の分布を求める
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ＶＶ→→Ｒ法Ｒ法

VeloVelo--toto--Space TransformSpace Transform
ＧＣ－太陽間でＧＣ－太陽間で
測度＝０に縮退して測度＝０に縮退して
距離不確定距離不確定

HI(red)+H2(green)HI(red)+H2(green)
Nakanishi 2005Nakanishi 2005
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HI Face-on View of th
Galaxy

Oort, Kerr et al 1958

HI Face-on View of the
Galaxy

Oort, Kerr et al 1958

V=0V=0

Zone of Zone of untransformableuntransformable
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dv/dl dv/dl 法法

ＧＣ－太陽間で距離決定ＧＣ－太陽間で距離決定

ただしただしArm (ridge)Arm (ridge)のみのみ

New !New !
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Approximate Approximate 
R for V=V0R for V=V0

dv/dldv/dl

Contributions to dv/dl byContributions to dv/dl by

NonNon--circular motioncircular motion
Streaming motionStreaming motion
Expanding motionExpanding motion
ContractionContraction
Random motion of cloudsRandom motion of clouds

are << |dv/dl | by circular rotationare << |dv/dl | by circular rotation
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LV SlopeLV Slope

dv/dldv/dl

[km/s/degree][km/s/degree]

Iteration: Iteration: 
V=VV=V00, R, V=V(R), R, V=V(R),        , R, V=V(R), R, V=V(R),        
……., R (final) ., R (final) 
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Iteration Iteration 
resultresult

Arm Arm 
identificationidentification
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Discrepancy between known arms andDiscrepancy between known arms and
Present arm positions is due to different Present arm positions is due to different RCsRCs
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この論文の評価この論文の評価RefereeReferee’’s comments comment

It'sIt's debatable debatable whetherwhether this paper is this paper is orthyorthy of of 
publication since the transformation of Galactic publication since the transformation of Galactic rings into rings into 
LVLV lines has been lines has been common knowledgecommon knowledge among galactic among galactic 
astronomers astronomers for decadesfor decades and much more general model and much more general model 
fits of spiral loops in CO and HI LV diagrams have been carried fits of spiral loops in CO and HI LV diagrams have been carried 
out by many researchers over the past fifty years. The fitting iout by many researchers over the past fifty years. The fitting in n 
the present paper can be considered rather myopic in the the present paper can be considered rather myopic in the 
sense that it fits only small sections of arms toward the centersense that it fits only small sections of arms toward the center
and antiand anti--center. center. 

Still, since Still, since I know of I know of no other no other studystudy that discusses that discusses 
specifically the use of stripespecifically the use of stripe slopesslopes as distanceas distance
indicatorsindicators in directions commonly considered to be the in directions commonly considered to be the most most 
difficultdifficult for distance determination, I for distance determination, I recommend recommend 
publicationpublication after the discussion of the various effects that after the discussion of the various effects that 
can modify the slope of a stripe is made more rigorous.can modify the slope of a stripe is made more rigorous.


